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* See details of methodology at the end of the report
**MSCI Emerging Markets High Dividend Yield Index
*** We use Brent Oil and LBMA Gold, in USD terms. Energy weight in the MSCI
Russia 10/40 is 36%; gold producers’ weight in the index is 9% (as at the end of
December 2021)
Data as of 7 January 2022
TKB Investment Partners (JSC) calculations; Bloomberg

Upside/downside to fair price

Current
28%

Data as of 7 January 2022
TKB Investment Partners (JSC) calculations

Russian equities under geopolitical pressure
Russian equity market dynamics
Last week, the Russian equity market underperformed the broader
emerging markets (EM) index by 1.6%. This was mainly due to Russiaspecific factors:
 The tense situation in Ukraine remained in the spotlight. Markets are
awaiting the key political meetings this week. On 10 January,
representatives from Russia and the US are due to meet to discuss
strategic stability and key geopolitical concerns, including the Ukraine
situation. On 12 January, Russian representatives will meet with the
NATO council, with NATO’s eastward expansion being among the
key agenda items
 Political unrest in Kazakhstan imposed additional pressure on Russian
equities. Last week, Russia sent troops to the country at the Kazakhstan
president’s request, which resulted in market nervousness. However,
the market’s reaction was mild as Russia was acting in agreement with
the CSTO1 protocol. Neither the US nor Europe appeared to have a
strong opposing opinion on the news.
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The Collective Security Treaty Organization is an intergovernmental military alliance in Eurasia
comprising six members: Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Tajikistan
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Main Russian news
OPEC+ have decided to go ahead with the scheduled 400 000 barrels per
day increase in oil output in February 2022. The organization claims to
have reduced its risk evaluation of the impact of the Omicron Covid variant
and now assumes that its negative effects on oil prices will likely be soft and
short-lived. Russia’s Deputy Prime Minister Alexander Novak expects oil
demand to continue to recover in 2022, helped by the ongoing Covid
vaccination programmes. He forecasts oil demand to reach pre-pandemic
levels by the end of the year. The next OPEC+ meeting is scheduled for 2
February 2022.

Author: Aleksandra Kuznetsova
Investment Specialist

To watch...
Rosstat is due to publish inflation figures for December 2021.
Sources: Vedomosti, Bloomberg, TKB Investment Partners (JSC); January 2022
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Cumulative Russia-specific effect on excess
return of Russia vs EM after sanction riskrelated events (range of negative cumulative
effects since a particular sanction-related topic
started to develop)
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Business days
* the cumulative negative effect was below minus 15% only in the end of 2014- beginning of 2015 when a chain
of events related to annexation of Crimea effected the market coupled with the strong drop of oil prices
Note: To calculate the country-specific effect, we constructed an index from the EM sector indices with the
structure of the MSCI Russia 10/40 index. For example, we took the MSCI EM Energy index and weighed it at
38%, the MSCI EM Materials index at 27%, etc. Therefore, the excess return due to Russia-specific factors
equals the MSCI Russia 10/40 minus the constructed index. The cumulative country-specific effect is
demonstrated from the day before the sanctions risk-related event until the effect evaporates. Based on net return
figures, in USD terms.
Source: Bloomberg, TKB Investment Partners; Data as at 7 January 2022

Possible long-term growth in commodity prices
Bloomberg commodity spot index (in USD)
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Country and sector effect for Russia vs EM
excess return
We constructed an index from the EM sector indices with the structure of MSCI Russia
10/40 index. For example, we took the MSCI EM Energy and weighed it at 35%, MSCI EM
Materials – 35%, etc. Let’s call it MSCI EM Russia sector weight (MSCI EM RSW).
Excess return due to sector factors is MSCI EM RSW minus MSCI EM. Excess return due
to Russia-specific factors is MSCI Russia 10/40 minus MSCI EM RSW.
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Source: Bloomberg, TKB Investment Partners; data as of 7 January 2022
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For more information:
TKB Investment Partners (JSC)
69/71, lit. A, Marata Street
Saint Petersburg, 191119, Russia
Tel: +7 812 332 73 32
Fax: +7 812 324 65 57
info@tkbip.ru
www.tkbip.com

This material is issued and has been prepared by TKB Investment Partners (JSC).
This material is produced for information purposes only and does not constitute:
1. An offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell, nor shall it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any
contract or commitment whatsoever or
2. Any investment advice.
Opinions included in this material constitute the judgment of TKB Investment Partners (JSC) at the time specified
and may be subject to change without notice. TKB Investment Partners (JSC) is not obliged to update or alter the
information or opinions contained within this material. Investors should consult their own legal and tax advisors in
respect of legal, accounting, domicile and tax advice prior to investing in the Financial Instrument(s) in order to
make an independent determination of the suitability and consequences of an investment therein, if permitted.
Please note that different types of investments, if contained within this material, involve varying degrees of risk
and there can be no assurance that any specific investment may either be suitable, appropriate or profitable for a
client or prospective client’s investment portfolio.
Given the economic and market risks, there can be no assurance that any investment strategy or strategies
mentioned herein will achieve its/their investment objectives.
This material shall not be considered as any kind of a guarantee or a promise of the future effectiveness
(profitability or break-even) of investment activity. Results of investments in the past shall not be considered as a
guarantee of such results in future. All past performance date have documental confirmation. There are no
guarantees of profits or returns from financial instruments unless otherwise clearly indicated in respective
prospectus or fund's legal documentation.
Returns may be affected by, amongst other things, investment strategies or objectives of the financial instrument(s)
and material market and economic conditions, including interest rates, market terms and general market conditions.
The different strategies applied to the financial instruments may have a significant effect on the results portrayed in
this material. The value of an investment account may decline as well as rise.
Investors may not get back the amount they originally invested.
The performance data, as applicable, reflected in this material, do not take into account the commissions, costs
incurred on the issue and redemption and taxes.
TKB Investment Partners (JSC) is the legal entity registered under laws of Russian Federation with principal state
registration number (ORGN) 1027809213596, having its registered address at: 69/71, lit. A, Marata street, SaintPetersburg, 191119, Russia, holding the license issued by FFMS of Russia to carry out asset management of
mutual funds & non-state pension funds Nr. 21-000-1-00069 as of 17 of June 2002 (validity of license –
unlimited), and the license of FFMS of Russia of professional securities market participant to carry out the trust
management activity Nr. 040-09042-001000 as of 11 April 2006 (validity of license – unlimited). Phone: +7 (812)
332-7332, fax: +7 (812) 346-6557.

